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ABSTRACT

This report describes a program for reducing inappropriate student behaviors,
that inhibit academic development. The targeted population consists of kindergarten
students in a large metropolitan area located in northern Illinois. The problem of
inappropriate behaviors was documented through behavior checklists and surveys of
teachers and parents.

Analysis of probable cause data reveals unclear expectations of students, lack
of a secure family environment and violence in daily life and in the media.

A review of solution strategies resulted in the selection of children's literature,
teaching techniques, curriculum that allow students to participate in activities that
emphasize conflict resolution.

Post intervention data indicated improved student interpersonal behavior,
enhanced student self-esteem, increased teacher instructional time, and improved
overall classroom climate.
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CHAPTER 1

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND CONTEXT

Problem Statement

The students of the targeted school district display inappropriate behaviors,

which inhibit their academic development. Evidence for the existence of the problem

includes teacher observation, behavioral checklist, student interview, teacher survey,

and parent survey.

The targeted school is one elementary school in the district. The total number

of elementary students in the district is 15,536 and 149 attend the targeted school.

The building consists of pre-kindergarten to second grade students. The racial

breakdown of the students at the targeted school is as follows: 40.3% White, 58.4%

Black and 1.3% Mexican American (Stiles Elementary School, 1995).

Low-income is defined as students who are from families receiving public aid,

living in institutions for neglected or delinquent children, being supported in a foster

home with public funds or eligible to receive free or reduced lunches. The school has

63.8% low income students.
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Limited-English-Proficient students are those who are eligible for bilingual

education. There are not any students who are eligible or receive bilingual education.

A perfect attendance rate of 100% means that all students attended school

every day. The attendance rate at the targeted school in 87.9%. The student's

mobility rate is 36.6%. Chronic truants are students who are absent from school

without a valid cause for 10% or more of the last 180 school days. The chronic

truancy rate is 7.2% with a total of 11 chronic truants.

The targeted school was constructed in 1957 and is located in a lower middle

class neighborhood with two housing projects within its attendance boundaries. The

target school consists of eight classrooms. The average class size is 12.0 for

preschool, 23.5 for kindergarten, 20.3 for first grade, and 24.0 for second grade. The

facilities include a gymnasium, art/music room, computer lab, and library. The

gymnasium is used as a cafeteria and movement/drama activities.

The special programs at the targeted school include Success For All (John

Hopkins Reading Program), AIMS (Activities Integrating Math and Science), Everyday

Math, Multiple Intelligence's Awareness, which emphasizes drama and movement

(dance) once a week for 30 minutes, and computer instruction twice a week. Eligible

students receive speech/language services and resource services.

The reading program at the targeted school is Success For All. Kindergartners

begin reading instruction in January. At the beginning of the year, first and second

grade students are assessed and then placed into homogeneous groups. First and

second grade students move daily to the teacher who teaches at their reading level.
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Students are assessed at the end of every eight weeks, and have the opportunity to

move to a new reading group. Students also receive tutoring in the afternoon to

improve reading skills. Each reading block takes place for ninety minutes. The

components of the reading program are listening comprehension, vocabulary, reading

comprehension, and independent reading and shared reading. Success For All was

created for at-risk students to increase their reading ability to grade level within

three years of starting the program. The achievement goal at the targeted school is

for half of the first and second grade students to read at or above level (based on

Success For All testing).

Special curriculum programs that are implemented include: AIMS (Activities

Integrating Math and Science), drama, movement, and computers. AIMS and

Everyday Math are math and science activities that foster cooperative learning hands

on approach to learning. Students are making decisions, probing ideas and questions,

and solving problems. The teacher acts more as a facilitator, and allows students to

explore and learn. Lessons for AIMS and Everyday Math are taught daily for 30

minutes. The staff has been trained in using Gardner's theory of multiple

intelligences. The targeted school has a partnership with a preschool in the area,

drama and movement (dance) class are taught once a week for 30 minutes in the

gymnasium by two teachers from the preschool. Computer instruction is provided

twice a week for 30 minutes to improve math and reading skills. Later in the

year, usually in January, students begin writing instruction. Students also enjoy

various learning games during computer time.

10
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The targeted school has developed a school-wide self-management plan. The

first two weeks of school are devoted to building social skills. Teachers create many

ways for all students to have a chance to be successful. Second Step Violence

Prevention Program is used to improve student conduct and aids in decreasing the

number of student referrals and reducing the number of repeat referrals for any given

student. Students who need additional help are referred to the student support

specialist and/or the psychologist with whom they meet weekly.

The targeted school is striving to increase community and parental involvement

and is developing an interactive parental program that stresses the accomplishments

of the parents in the community. Incentives are provided to encourage consistent

attendance at school events. The targeted school also has volunteer program that

utilizes community members.

The total staff population is 38. Administration includes: one principal, one

reading curriculum implementor, one curriculum implementor, and one student support

specialist. The student support specialist team consists of a part-time psychologist,

social worker, student support specialists, speech and language pathologist, and

nurse. The non-certified staff is made up of one secretary, one parent liaison, one

librarian, three noon aides, one building engineer, and one custodian. The teaching

staff at the targeted school includes: two preschool teachers, two kindergarten

teachers, two first grade teachers, two second grade teachers, one special education

resource teacher, one art teacher, one physical education teacher, one music teacher,

one computer teacher, and five reading teacher/tutors.
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The average years of teaching experience at the targeted school are 7 years. Out of

eight teachers, one has a master's degree, and five are pursuing a master's degree.

The racial/ethnic breakdown of the staff is: 68.8% White, 18.0% Black, 6.3%

Asian/Pacific Islander, and 6.3% Mexican American.

Surrounding Community

The targeted elementary school is located in a large metropolitan area. The

total population is 143,263. The community is located along a major river and is the

second largest urban area in the state. The racial characteristics include: White

81.1%, Black 15%, Mexican American 4.2%, Asian/Pacific Islander 1.5%, American

Indian/Eskimo/Aleut 0.3%, and Other Race 1.5%. Gender characteristics are male

37.5% and female 52% (Chamber of Commerce, 1996).

The total number of households in the community is 124,882. The median

household income is $31,768; the median family income is $37,533; and the per

capita income is $14,273. Seven and three tenths of the total number of families earn

less than $10,000. The median cost of a single family in the community is $88,300

(Chamber of Commerce, 1996). The total number of employed persons is 166,475.

The labor force consists of 6,875 construction and mining, 52,125 manufacturing,

8,200 transportation, communications, utilities, 8,175 wholesale trade, 26,375 retail

trade, 7,125 finance, insurance, real estate, 41,775 services, and 15,825 government

workers.

Education is available at the post high school level in many places. These

include two four year colleges, two two year colleges, comp sites for state

12
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universities. Thirty-six percent of the community have their high school degree;

18.7% have some college with one degree; 6.0% have an associate degree; 10.7%

have a bachelor's degree, and 4.9% have a graduate degree or professional degree

(Chamber of Commerce, 1996).

The district includes four high schools, four middle schools and 39 elementary

schools. There are 26,754 students in the district. The racial/ethnic background of

students is 64.7%, White, 25.3% Black 7.1%, Mexican American, 2.8% Asian/Pacific

Islander, and 0.2% are Native American/Alaskan. The number of low income families

in the district is 38% and 3.6% are limited-English-proficient.

The attendance rate is 91.5% and mobility rate is 21.5%. Chronic truancy for

students is 9.2%. The 1993-94 expenditure per pupil is $6,308 (Stiles Elementary

School, 1995).

The district employs 1,658 teachers. The racial/ethnic background of these

teachers is 91.3% White, 4.9% Black, 2.4% Mexican American, 1.0% Asian/Islander,

and 0.4% Native American. Gender characteristics are 26.4% male and 76.3%

female. The average teaching experience is 16.3 years. Teachers with bachelor's

degrees account for 63.3% of the teaching staff. The average salary for teachers is

$42,720 and the pupil-teacher ratio is 18.5:1 (State School Report Card, 1995).

There is one principal per building with one superintendent attending to the district.

The average salary of an administrator is $63,375 and the pupil-administrator ratio is

264.7:1 (State School Report Card, 1995).

13
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In 1989, a group of citizens called People Who Care, filed a lawsuit because of

schools closing in the district. A large number of minority students attended eight of

the ten schools. The district was charged with discriminating against students who

are Black or Mexican American origin. Even though the district spent $44 million in

three years to improve the education of Black and Mexican American students, in

1994 a federal judge found the district guilty of discrimination. Short term agreements

started immediately during the 1994-95 and 1995-96 school years. These actions

were to be implemented until the long term trial was over. The trial began in October,

1995. The areas of discrimination that were found included bilingual education,

student tracking and ability grouping, within school segregation, student assignment,

faculty and equipment disparity, employment disparity, staff assignment,

transportation, extra curricular, special education, and the composition of the board

of education (Rockford School District 205, 1996).

The school district has made a significant gain in integrating schools. The

number of integrated schools has increased from 15 to 28. The number of racially

identifiable schools declined from 21 to 11. Many programs have been added to help

integrate schools in the district. These are known as enhancements programs. The

enhancement programs include magnet schools, CAPA (Creative Arts Performing

Academy), and gifted programs. There are 4,389 students enrolled in enhancement

programs. This includes 3,376 (21.7%) elementary students, 393 (9.5%) high school

students. The number of students who participate in the Transitional Education

Program is 749. This program serves 679 Mexican Americans and 70 Asian students.

14
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In order to integrate schools, a federal judge ordered the district to implement

a student assignment plan called Controlled Choice. This ruling was made on March

12, 1996. This plan would be implemented in elementary schools. Controlled Choice

is a plan that enables parents/guardians to request a list of five schools that they

would like their child to attend. The schools requested must be in their pre-described

zone. Students would be places in schools by the district, maintaining all schools

within a preset minority percentage guideline of plus/minus 15% of district wide

minority percentages. School proximity, sibling preferences, language barriers, and

a grandfather clause would be factors when placing students. Shortly after the ruling

was made, the school board voted to implement Controlled Choice at the middle

school and high school level (Rockford School District 205, 1996).

National Context of Problem

Today, education is more than reading, writing, and arithmetic. Today,

teachers spend more time attending to discipline problems.

Young children are experiencing broken homes, drug abuse within the family,

less parental involvement, and television is being used as a primary source of

entertainment and values. Teachers are dealing with the effects these experiences are

having on students (Committee for Children, 1991). There are too many children

feeling unloved, unimportant, and inferior. All children need to feel loved and special.

When these needs are not met at home, children will find them elsewhere. Schools

are seeing an increasing number of students at younger and younger ages bringing

weapons to school. Students who are discipline problems usually have a history of
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failure, which includes poor academic performance and behavior. When students are

told over and over that they are not successful, in time they believe it. In order to be

successful, students will chose to misbehave instead of feeling stupid or incompetent

(Mend ler, 1992). Disorder in the classroom is a major threat to students education

(Albert, 1989). Establishing a classroom that is free from discipline problems is

challenging, but not impossible. Students need to learn how to grow academically and

socially (Canter, 1992).

1
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CHAPTER 2

PROBLEM DOCUMENTATION

PROBLEM EVIDENCE

The result of an observation/behavioral checklist, the number of student

discipline referrals, and the result of parent surveys provide evidence for the problem.

The observation/behavioral checklist was employed from September 3rd through the

20th. The four categories are as follows: fails to keep hands to him/herself, fails to

keep feet to him/herself, physical contact (touching, pinching, or biting), and uses

inappropriate words to express him/herself. Table 1 presents to data collected during

September 3rd through the 20th, 1996.

Table 1

Categories/Numbers of Inappropriate Behaviors

Number of Incidents
Week of September

3 6

Number of Incidents
Week of September

9 - 13

Number of Incidents
Week of September

15 - 30

Fags to keep
hands to him/
herself

Fags to keep
feet to him/
herself

Physkol
Contact
(touching,
Pechin%
or 'wring)

Uses inapproprkrte
words to express
hi-n/herself

29 36 18

9 8 5

38 40 13

8 11 5
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As the data in Table 1 indicate the number of discipline incidents increased the

second week in all but one area, and decreased in all categories the third week. The

data show the biggest problem, is physical aggression. Even though physical

aggression is the biggest problem, the data in Figure 1 illustrate the number of

incidents decreased more than half during the third week of observation.

Fails to keep
hands to his/
herself

// Week of September 3-6

Week of September 9-13

Week of September 16-20

Fails to keep
feet to his/
herself

Physical Contact
(touching, biting,
or pinching)

Uses inappropriate
words to express
him/herself

Figure 1. Categories of inappropriate behaviors and a comparison of frequency of the Incidents.

During the 1994-95 school year, the number of discipline referrals decreased

from 94 to 78 during the school year. The discipline goals and plans for improvement

are to decrease the number of student referrals from 78 to 54, with attention given

to tracking and reducing the number of repeat referrals for any given student.
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During the 1995-96 school year, the number of discipline referrals did not

decrease. Instead, the number of discipline referrals increased 94 to 105.

The parent surveys are included as problem evidence, because many children

respond to conflicts in the school setting the way they are taught to respond to

conflicts at home. The parent survey includes various methods of parental discipline,

and actions parents believe need to be taken if students use violence in school. Figure

3 shows the methods of discipline parents use to decrease inappropriate behaviors at

home.

=
co
t.)
coa-

100

80
60

40
20
0

TimeOut Counting Send child to Take away Spanking
his/her room privileges

Figure 3. Parent SurveyMethods of Discipline

The parent survey reveals over 90% of parents use time-out; between 20-75%

of parents use counting, spanking, taking away privileges, or sending the child to

his/her room. The parent survey indicates parents use one or more discipline methods

to decrease inappropriate behaviors.
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The parent survey indicates if students use violence in school, parents should

be notified; students should be suspended; privileges at school should be taken away;

students need to receive time-out; and/or the parent or school administration should

talk to the student(s). Figure 4 reveals the parents' input as to what should be done

when students use violence in school.

40
co

30
a)

o_

0
Notify Parents Suspend Students Take Away Priveleges Talk to Him/Her Time Out

awl Percent Parent Survey

Figure 4. Parent SurveyAddressing student violence in school
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The parent survey shows 93% of parents advise their child to tell his/her

teacher if someone hits or kicks; between 10-20% advise their child to either hit or

kick the other child back or walk away. Only 6% gave their child the advice to tell the

other child to stop the inappropriate behavior. Figure 5 reveals advice given to

students if another child hits or kicks them.

100

90
80
70
60

4.

cf 50

40
30
20-

10

0

Tell the teacher Tell the other Frit or kick back Walk away
child to stop

Figure 5. Parental Advice
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The parent survey indicates over 40% of parents would talk to their child if he

or she was responsible for hitting or kicking another child; 30% would take away their

child's privileges, and between To-20% of the students would have to apologize to

the other student at school receive time-out or a spanking at home, or be grounded.

Most parents are not fostering the use of physical aggression by their child. The

majority of the parents would either talk to their child or take away his/her privileges.

Figure 6 shows how parents would respond if their child hits or kicks another child at

school.

50

40

0

Talk to child Take away Timeout Spanking Apologize Grounded
prtveleges to student

Figure 6. Parental responses of how to correct inappropriate behaviors at school

22
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PROBABLE CAUSE

(Site-Based)

An individual student interview was employed to determine how students feel

about inappropriate behaviors in school and actions that need to be taken to decrease

inappropriate behaviors. Figure 7 indicates how students feel if someone hits or kicks

them.

Hurt.

Figure 7. Student responses of how they feel if someone hits or kicks them

The student survey reveals 44% of students feel sad if someone hits or kicks

them; 37% feel mad, 13% feel bad, and 6% feel hurt.
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Student interviews indicate 80% of students would tell the teacher if someone

hit or kicks them; 12% would hit or kick the other student back, and 8%R would tell

a parent. Figure 8 illustrates theie responses.

Htt or kick back

Tell a parent

Tell the teacher

Figure 8. Student interview

The responses vary as to what students have been taught about hitting or

kicking. Student interviews indicate 36% of students have been taught not to hit or

kick others; 6% of the students say it is bad to hit or kick someone; 6% of the

students say they would receive a spanking; 13% of the students would tell a parent

if someone hits or kicks them; 13% of the students would hit or kick a student if

another student hits or kicks them first; 13% of the students would remind the other

student to keep his or hands or feet to themself; and 13% of the students state they

would get into trouble if they hit or kick another student. Figure 9 illustrates the

students' responses.

24



Hit or kick them back

Spanking
It is bad

Do not hit or kick others

Get in trouble

Tell a parent
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Keep hands to yourelf

Figure 9. Student responses toward physical aggression

The information in Figure 10 indicates 60% of parents advise their child to tell

the teacher if someone hits or kicks them; 27% would advise their child to hit or kick

the other students back; and 13% of parents would advise their child to tell them.

Tell a parent

Hit or kick back

Tell the teacher

Figure 10. Parental advice to Chen when responding to aggressive behavior
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In order to solve the problem of inappropriate behaviors in the classroom, 60%

of the students agreed students must stop inappropriate behavior when the teacher

gives the student a warning; 20% agree students who do display inappropriate

behaviors should be placed in time-out; 13% agree the person who is acting

inappropriately should be taken to the principal; and 6% agree students who are acting

inappropriately should be removed from the classroom into another room and 6%

agree they would be very mad if others did not act appropriately in school.

The teacher survey was distributed to each teacher in the building. The results

of the teacher survey indicate almost 75% of teachers believe inappropriate behaviors

in the class are increasing; 87% of the teachers believe inappropriate behaviors affect

student learning, and almost 90% of the teachers believe parent notification decreases

inappropriate behavior. Figure 11 illustrates the results of the teacher survey.

100

80

20
0

//,
!=,

4,4'.

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Agree

Stongly agree

1=1.1=.10

Inappropriate behavior
is increasing in the
classroom

Inappropriate behavior
affects student learning

Figure 11. Teacher Survey
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The second component of the teacher survey inquired about methods to

decrease the number of inappropriate behaviors. Teacher methods include: time-out,

praise, positive rewards, parental support, administration and community support,

consistent discipline modeling good behavior, and redirecting inappropriate behaviors.

Most teachers use praise and positive rewards to decrease inappropriate behaviors.

Figure 12 illustrates the methods teachers use to decrease inappropriate behaviors.

80
00 60

0-

20
0

Thinking Chair Praise/ Parental Administration/ Consistent Modeling
(Time-out) Positive support Community Discipline behavior

rewards support Redirect
Behavior

Figure 12. Teacher Survey: Methods to decrease inappropriate behaviors
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PROBABLE CAUSE

(Literature)

A review of the literature suggested reasons for the lack of appropriate

behaviors by students. Research data suggest the following probable causes:

A. Single parent homes

B. Drug abuse within the family

C. Less Parental involvement

D. Television used as a primary source of entertainment and teaching

values

E. The media

F. Violence in society

G. "Me" generation

H. Unclear student limits

I. Behavioral expectations from home

J. The choice of different behaviors to feel significant and important

in different groups (peer pressure)

K. Lack of acceptable outlets for feelings

Analysis of these data suggest questions concerning the role of the family, drug

abuse within the family, violence in television/media, and peer pressure. These are

social factors that negatively affect a child's self-esteem, decision making, and

behavioral (Mend ler, 1992). Family is the base and stability for children. The

"traditional" family of today includes single-parent families and two working parent

2S
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families. Statistics have suggested that between 35 and 50% of all school-age

children will experience change in their family structure before they complete school.

Twelve of 100 children born in 1986 were born to unmarried parents; 40 were born

to parents who will divorce before the child is 18; 5 have parents who will separate,

and 2 have parents who will die. Overall, only 41 percent will reach their 18th

birthday in a "traditional" family (Curwin & Mend ler, 1988). Therefore, many students

come to school more concerned for basic security needs than for learning. When the

ability to rely on parents for security is lost, children are in desperate need of nurturing

in order to ensure their emotional development (Curwin & Mend ler, 1988).

Television and other media damaging affects on children. Children's programs

glamorize violence and present characters who are defiant of authority figures. Many

children are less likely to see the difference between fantasy and reality on television.

Violence on television reinforces the ideas that violence is acceptable, and it is okay

to dominate others (Committee for Children, 1991). A study by Bandura, Heresmann

& Evon, and Lefkowitiz, et. al., show that children who view these programs act out

more toward their peers than children who do not (Committee for Children, 1991).

Children who are born to mothers who abuse drugs and alcohol during

pregnancy are more likely to have neurological and related physical problems. These

children have shorter attention spans and tendencies to be more aggressive than

their peers. The use of crack cocaine has increased the number of children born with

special needs.
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In order to satisfy their basic human needs, which may be neglected by society

and unstable families, students with behavior problems act out. When teachers

recognize that all children need a sense of belonging, they will be helping students

choose appropriate behavior to achieve their special place in the classroom. According

to John Dewey, public schools are an "embryonic community", which reflects many

of the values of the larger society (McDaniel, 1994). Our schools are a microcosm of

the world outside.

Jenny Gray states:

"...From the moment he signs a contract the teacher shares with the

public school a tacit obligation to society. In the main we allow

ourselves to be governed by duly elected person and their

representatives. This is the only way our society can function in an

orderly way. It is not good, therefore, that out young people become

adapt at the fine art of insurrection. The teacher who allows students

to victimize him in his classroom indirectly encourages them to victimize

the man at the newsstand, the stranger in the park, and the cop on his

beat (p.225).

Discipline in our schools is a major concern in American education. Discipline

ranks as one of the most important problems facing American education today.

Student discipline problems and teacher methods for establishing and maintaining

discipline are areas of concern to both schools and society in general (Moore &

Cooper, 1984). Students should not be expected to behave perfectly, but they should

30
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be responsible for their actions. When students are taught and learn how to discuss

problems, instead of using verbal or physical fighting, they are learning how to solve

problems. This is a skill that will last a lifetime (Rich, 1992). Society needs to

acknowledge all children need to feel a sense of belonging in order to excel. When

children feel neglected by their families and society, they may respond by acting out.

Usually, this occurs in the child's classroom at school.
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CHAPTER 3

THE SOLUTION STRATEGY

Literature Review

The literature search for solutions included: Second Step Violence Prevention

Program which presents conflict scenarios, reading and writing conflict stories, and

student role play and discussions. Megaskills is a program that builds student

motivation, confidence, effort, responsibility, initiative, teamwork, problem-solving,

caring, perseverance, and common sense. Other solutions may include teacher

proximity, private conferences, conflict resolution, guidance, and grouping children

who have inappropriate social skills with more socially competent children.

Children must be taught how to solve, predict, plan, share, cooperate, and

empathize in order to understand how to get along in the world with others. Discipline

is better learned through guidance than through punishment. Since 1926, the NAEYC

(known in the early years as the National Association for Nursery Education) has

consistently encouraged a guidance approach to teaching young children to behave

appropriately.
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One of the best goals in good discipline is to give each child increasing control

of his/her life. Teachers and students should be thought of as a team, and the

teacher's job is to help the children grow academically, as well as individually.

Children form feelings of self-worth at a very young age from a collection of

perceptions about their bodies, race, intelligence, similarity to others in their peer

group, socio-economic status, and other self-images. The major influence is the sense

of the child's parents and significant others' continuing evaluation of him/her. Each

day, whether at home or school, discipline can diminish or enhance a child's feeling

of worthlessness or self-worth (Ideas that work, 1988). Some types of disciplinary

methods are harmful and negative. If these forms of discipline listed below are

followed over a long period of time, children may experience low self-esteem as a

permanent part to their personality. The following forms of discipline need to be

addressed, analyzed, and altered:

1. Frequently saying, "Stop That! ", "Don't do it that way! ", "That's not so
bad considering YOU did it", "If it weren't for you...".

2. Critizing

3. Discouraging

4. Creating constant obstacles and barriers

5. Blaming, shaming

6. Saying, "You always...", "You never..."

7. Using sarcastic, caustic, and cruel "humor"
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8. Physical punishment

9. Using removal from the group or isolation (time-out chair, the corner, and
child's room)

By creating a positive climate, teachers promote self-discipline among their

students. A child will exert more effort "to be good" if he/she is motivated. Overall,

there will be far fewer power struggles from "you against me" situations. Creating

a positive climate for young children includes: complimenting a child's effort, sharing

important activities with the child, smiling, hugging, a pat on the back, and showing

each child approval on a daily basis.

The Second Step Violence Prevention Program (Committee for Children, 1991)

helps young children between the ages of four and six years old learn prosocial skills

and reduce impulsive-aggressive behavior. The purpose of this program is to increase

children's ability to identify others' feelings, others' perspectives, and to respond

empathetically to others. Also, the program's goals are to decrease impulsive and

aggressive behavior in children by applying a problem-solving strategy to social

conflicts, and to practice behavioral social skills. Recognizing angry feelings, and

using anger-reduction techniques help decrease angry behavior. The components of

the program include: lesson cards, story and discussion, role playing, and additional

take-home activities. Complete implementation of the curriculum varies. The time

schedule can be used as follows: used daily-6 weeks, three times a week-9 weeks,

twice a week-14 weeks, and once a week-28 weeks. Research showed that this

program has significantly increased children's empathy, problem-solving, and
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anger management. Overall, the Second Step Violence Prevention Program has

received favorable ratings by teachers. The Megaskills Program (Rich, 1992) has been

referred to as "The Never Ending Report Card". The goal of this program is to provide

students with the opportunity to gain a better understanding of his/her habits,

behaviors, attitudes that are needed in order to increase their success in school and

beyond. Children think and build their Megaskills daily. Homework is known as

"family connection activities". This program strongly encourages families to

participate as educational partners. Research indicates that children who use the

program enjoy the activities, and parents feel more involved in their children's

education. The values, attitudes, and behaviors that determine a child's success in

school and on the job are the main ingredients of Megaskills. The components of the

solution include the objective and process statements:

Objective: As a result of increased emphasis on student's interpersonal skill
development and class management procedures during the period
of September 1996 to January 1997 the all-day-kindergarten
students from the targeted class will increase their ability to
positively interact with their peers and decrease inappropriate
behaviors as measured by teacher observation/behavioral
checklist, student survey, and role playing.

In order to accomplish the objective, the following processes are necessary:

1. Construct curriculum activities that promote solving problems through
active student participation.

2. Include Second-Step Violence Prevention Program and Megaskills
Program as a daily program.

3. Read children's literature which relates to children's problems, and use
puppets to dramatize the literature.
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The action plan will be implemented at the targeted school starting September

1996 to January 1997. The action plan includes daily activities and weekly themes.

Action Plan

Week 1 & 2:

Week 3:

Week 4:

Data Collection: Time spent and number of inappropriate
behaviors
Begin September 3 through September 20; Student Survey:
September 20

Introduction What are inappropriate behaviors?
Students will brainstorm what are inappropriate behaviors
Students will help teacher create classroom rules and
consequences
Introduce "Buddies of the Week", What is a buddy?
Monday - Pair students with a buddy
Friday Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy.
What did you like about your buddy and Why?
Introduce Second Step Violence Prevention Program - What is it?
Introduce behavior chart Students receive a daily sticker for
appropriate behavior and after 5 consecutive days of appropriate
behavior students will select prizes from teacher treasure box.
Introduce Zoey and P. Mooney puppets
Introduce center activities
Send home parent letter introducing Second Step Violence
Prevention Program and individual behavior charts for treasure box
prizes
Children's literature circle time (teacher will read story)

Theme: "Getting to know each other"
Send home parent letter informing parents that students will be
learning to identify feeling (happy, sad, mad, hurt and scared)
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Second Step: Students will predict how other people feel by
reading body language and facial expressions
Introduce Megaskills Program - What is it?
Send home parent letter introducing Megaskills Program
Class meeting on Friday: Students will discuss and brainstorm
ideas to solve any inappropriate behaviors that occurred during
this week
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Week 5:

Week 6:

Week 7:
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Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Theme: "We stick together; We're friends"
Teacher will introduce Impulsive Puppy and Slowdown Snail puppets
Continue center activities
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Second Step: Students will show others how they care by responding
to others feelings in a positive manner (empathy)
Megaskill of the week: Caring
Class meeting on Friday: Students will discuss and brainstorm ideas to
solve any inappropriate behaviors that occurred during the week
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Theme: "Sometimes I get angry"
Send home parent letter
Continue center activities
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Second Step: Students will learn how to clam down when angry or
upset (anger management control)
Megaskill of the week: Teamwork
Class meeting on Friday: Students will discuss and brainstorm ideas to
solve any inappropriate behaviors that occurred during the week
Free play with puppets
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Theme: "I can express myself"
Send home parent letter
Continue center activities
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Second Step: Redirecting negative feelings to positive solutions and
feelings (problem solving)
Megaskill of the week: Effort
Class meeting on Friday: Students will discuss and brainstorm ideas to
solve any inappropriate behaviors that occurred during the week
Free play with puppets
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time
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Week 9:
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Theme: "I can help"
Send home parent letter
Continue center activities
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Second Step: Conflict resolutions skit performances to solve daily
inappropriate behaviors
Megaskill of the week: Initiative
Class meeting on Friday: Students will discuss if method of using daily
skits to solve problems is working and should it be continued
Free play with puppets
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Theme: "My classroom/My school"
Continue center activities
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Second Step: Continue conflict resolutions skits
Megaskill of the week: Responsibility
Continue conflict resolution skits
Class meeting on Friday: Discuss overall classroom climate and
behaviors
Free play with puppets
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Week 10: Theme: "Learning about myself and others"
Continue center activities
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Second Step: Review empathy skills
Megaskill of the week: Confidence
Continue conflict resolution skits
Class meeting on Friday
Free play with puppets
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Week 11: Theme: "Do your best"
Continue center activities
Monday "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
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Second Step: Review problem-solving skills
Megaskill of the week: Perseverance
Continue conflict resolution skits
Class meeting on Friday
Free play with puppets
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Week 12: Theme: "Actions equal consequences"
Continue center activities
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Second Step: Review anger management skills
Megaskill of the week: Problem-Solving
Continue conflict resolution skits
Class meeting on Friday
Free play with puppets
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Week 13: Theme: "You can do it"
Continue center activities
Monday "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Second Step: Review empathy, problem-solving and anger management
skills
Teacher will give students a problem and students will brainstorm ideas
of how to solve the problem and present ideas for a solution or solutions
to the given problem
Megaskill of the week: Common Sense
Continue conflict resolution skits
Class meeting on Friday
Free play with puppets
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Week 14: Theme: "We are a super class"
Continue center activities
Monday "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Second Step: Continuing reviewing empathy, problem-solving, anger
management skills. Teacher will give students a problem and students
will brainstorm ideas of how to solve the problem and present ideas for
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a solution or solutions to the given problem
Megaskill of the week: Motivation
Continue conflict resolution skits
Class meeting on Friday
Free play with puppets
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Week 15: Theme: "We're working together"
Continue center activities
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Megaskills: Review all components: caring, teamwork, effort, initiative,
responsibility, confidence, perseverance, problem-solving, common
sense, and motivation
Introduce "Smiley Face" Chart as a whole class incentive for appropriate
behavior
Continue conflict resolution skits
Class meeting on Friday
Free play with puppets
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Week 16: Theme: "We're great"
Continue center activities
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Continue smiley face incentive charts and individual behavior charts
Continue conflict resolution skits
Class meeting on Friday
Free play with puppets
Continue individual behavior charts
Children's literature circle time

Week 17: Theme: "We have positive attitudes"
Continue center activities
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Introduce what a peer conference looks like/ sounds like
Continue whole class incentive of smiley face chart and individual
behavior charts
Continue conflict resolution skits
Class meeting on Friday
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Free play with puppets
Children's literature circle time

Week 18: Theme: "We can solve any problem"
Continue center activities
Monday - "New Buddies of the Week"
Friday - Students will share and discuss pro's about their buddy
Review what a peer conference looks like/ sounds like
Continue whole class incentive of smiley face chart and individual
behavior charts
Continue conflict resolution skits
Class meeting on Friday
Free play with puppets
Children's literature circle time

Methods of Assessment

In order to assess the effect of the intervention, weekly themes, and class

meetings will be implemented in students' weekly schedules. Daily activities and

programs include: an individual behavior charts, conflict resolution skits, free play

with puppets, children's literature story time, Second Step Violence Prevention

Program and Megaskills Program. Student interviews, discipline referrals, parent and

teacher surveys, and an observation/behavioral checklist will be held as part of the

assessment process.
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CHAPTER 4

PROJECT RESULTS

Historical Description of the Intervention

The objective of this project was to improve student behavior in the class room

setting. Increase of student violence and inappropriate behaviors was a major concern

for student safety and life-long social skills. The goal of this project was to focus on

methods that "teach" students how to improve their behavior, and transfer what they

learn to other settings. As a result of increased emphasis on students' interpersonal

skill development and class management procedures, during the period of September

1996 to January 1997, the all-day-kindergarten students from the targeted class

would increase their ability to positively interact with peers and decrease inappropriate

behaviors as measured by teacher observation/behavior checklist teacher journal.

Interventions that were implemented to accomplish this research project

include: Second Step Violence Prevention Program, Megaskils Program, puppets to

dramatize literature that relates to children's problems, centers, role playing,

-music/songs/poems, and super students incentive chart.

Second Step Violence Prevention Program was implemented on a daily basis.

Students received training in empathy, impulse control, and anger management.

Students learned to: identify feelings, predict how other people feel, show others they
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care, solve problems, perform social skills, calm down, and redirect their feelings in

more positive ways. Students role played, and learned songs/poems about feelings

and how to redirect their feelings. The first three lessons of each category-empathy,

impulse control, and anger management can be found in Appendix A.

Students learned problem solving skills that included: "What to do about

problems" and "What to do when you are angry". The five steps for solving problems

included:

1. What is the problem?
2. What can I do?
3. What might happen if...?
4. Choose an idea and use it.
5. Talk to a grown-up about it.

The five steps for calming down included:

1. How do I feel?
2. Take three deep breaths.
3. Count slowly to five.
4. Say "Calm Down" to yourself.
5. Is it working? If not, what can I do now?

A sample of the student-made books of "What is the problem?" and "How do

I feel?" can be found in Appendix B. The nine components of the Megaskills Program

included: caring, teamwork, effort, responsibility, confidence, perseverance, problem

-solving, common sense, and motivation. Each megaskill was implemented, along

with the Second Step Violence Prevention Program and parent letters were sent home

for the specific skill steps. The teacher provided a list of books that parents could

read to their child that related to the weekly social skill. A parent letter and a sample

of each social skill plan can be found in Appendix C.
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Music, songs, and poems were implemented daily. The poem, "I believe in

myself" and songs "Take a Deep Breath", "How I Feel", and "Work It Out" were used

to promote self-esteem, and to help students become aware of their feelings. A

sample of the poem and songs can be found in Appendix D.

Super Students incentive chart was a reflection of daily class behavior. Each

day students could earn "smiley faces" that were given by the teacher. When the

teacher observed students on-task, solving problems, using previous Second Step

Violence Prevention Program and Megaskills Components, and using appropriate

words instead of hands or feet to solve a problem, or express him/herself, the teacher

drew a happy (smiley) face on the board. Even though, no formal announcement was

made when the teacher put the smiley face up on the board, students pointed this out

among themselves. A sample of the "Super Students" incentive chart can be found

in Appendix E.

Students were paired with one other person for Buddies of the Week. This part

of the action plan was phased out after the first week. Students wanted to change

partners within an hour, before and after lunch, and the next day. Another problem

that occurred was students would forget who their buddies of the week were, and it

was too overwhelming for young students. Buddies of the Week would work better

with older students. Class meetings were held on Fridays. Again, due to the young

age of the students, it is recommended that this part of the action plan be revised to

a daily class meeting. By having daily class meeting during the last part of the day,

students were helped to recollect daily events, and set goals for the next day.
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This gave students who may have had a "bad" day encouragement for a fresh start

the next day.

Presentation and Analysis of Results

In order to assess how students behave in their class room setting with their

peers and individually, a weekly tally of discipline incidents was maintained throughout

the intervention. These data were aggregated by month and are presented by

Table 1.

Categories of Inappropriate Behaviors and Frequencies by Month

Behavior Category

Fails to keep
hands to him/
herself

Fails to keep
feet to him/
herself

Physical Contact
(touching, pinching,
or biting)

Fails to use
appropriate
words

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan.

106 47 96 7 21

27 22 40 13 15

111 42 66 24 46

30 16 11 8 32

The intervention appears to have had a positive effect on all targeted discipline

behaviors. The number of incidents of students hitting, pushing and kicking decreased

by 80%. The number of incidents of physical contact (touching, pinching, or biting)
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and the use of inappropriate words to express him/herself decreased by 51%. The

teacher researcher concluded that there would have been a greater decrease overall,

but winter break may have triggered more inappropriate behaviors during the month

of January.

In September, 80% of the students said they would tell the teacher if someone

hit or kicked them. When the teacher researcher asked students in March what would

they do if someone hit or kicked them, the whole class agreed there should be a

conference with the teacher, the student who was hit or kicked, and the student who

hit or kicked the other student. This does no mean "tattle" on a student, but it means

students talk and discuss the problem that occurred. The teacher researcher observed

a student comforting another student that was hurt. The attention was given to the

person who was hurt, not the person who may have caused what happened.

Students have said, "We're all friends!", "Are you okay?", "Can I help?". Students

improved their problem-solving skills, and learned to solve problems on their

own. The amount of time spent "telling the teacher" has decreased.

It is a common occurrence, in kindergarten, for students to "cut in line" or in

kindergarten language it is referred to as "budging in line". During the time for

September to March, the teacher researcher observed students saying, "Does it really

matter where we are in line?", "We are all going to the same place", "Next time, just

ask me and you can get in front of me". The majority of the time, the student who

wanted to "budge" ahead in line, would say he/she was sorry, and ask to get in line

ahead of the student. Students reminded each other, what behavior is acceptable or
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not acceptable. The daily songs and poem have really helped the students cope and

deal with feelings. One student remarked, "Michael is singing that volcano song

again, because he's mad!". That was great! He calmed himself down and redirected

his feelings of anger.

Students feel good about themselves as individuals and as a whole class.

Students help solve problems, cope with their feelings, and express themselves in

appropriate ways. These are all life long skills that will transfer to other areas, and

students are more aware of others' feelings. That atmosphere of the classroom is an

"ours" not "mine" attitude with everyone.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the presentation and analysis of the data on the numbers of

inappropriate behaviors, the students showed a significant improvement in appropriate

behaviors. The amount of teacher time and energy devoted to solving student

disputes was reduced. The skills of empathy, impulse control, and anger management

skills learned in the Second Step Violence Prevention Program and Megaskills Program

were transferred to academics and activities in and out of the classroom setting.

Problem-solving skills increased, and the entire classroom climate has improved. The

Second Step Prevention Program and Megaskills Program was a great asset to their

research project. It is strongly recommended that the two programs listed above are

presented together. It is also extremely important to communicate the goal the

researcher would like to accomplish to other colleagues and specialists (P.E., Art and

Music) in the building and keep them updated on the progress. This creates an
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overall positive atmosphere when students are at P.E., Art, or Music class. This way,

students know that the goal in all areas of their academic environment are similar.

Keep in mind that every intervention found to be effective in one classroom may not

always work in every class. Each class is different and unique; therefore a variety of

methods need to be implemented to reach every child. Afterall, a teacher touches the

lives of each child in his/her class, and what the teacher does in that classroom that

one year will effect students for the rest of their lives.
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Appendix A
Second Step

Empathy Lesson
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Second Step Pre/K Corry' see faCritarenfl

UNIT I
Lesson 1

Unit Goal
Tne goat to this toul is to inaease childteris ability to identity
others' Wings, take Mal' perspectives. ape respond
erroaMinfly to others.

Concept
Ruin are important for group discussions.

Lan:stage concept: rule

Objective
CHILDREN WILL BE ABLE TO:

Fora ntles d =duct for group dlscosslcers.

Notes to Teacher
is irponart to allow children to help make up the rides for hoe

to meow in a group. Since they may nave clitticutty corning up

wart Cumetints at this *M. leading questions have been awned.
Maeda enolvernent in this task will increase commitment to to
noes and sd a dimate ol cooperation. II you have Cern Inhib-
its:bed elites m you doss. lake this lime to review than The wai-
st enrcise eat help set the stage and can be used again to grid
We CMS and lead their attention. The story and dismission
season is aid in this lesson: reading one ol to listed boots is
suggested.

EMPATHY TRAINING
What Is Second Step?

Warm-Up: "If You Can Hear Me"
(WM the class in a circle) t you can heat me. reach to Cs sa. (Shady softer) II you can hear Me to your Ices (Solter) t you can

Mar me. pm your hands on your heat (Softer yet) a you =rear me, cut your hands On your hen- (WhiSPeil Oro an hap me, se

oin-aoss applesauce. (Mouth worth) It you can hex maim/ banes in your lap. (Now begin lesson in a miel. bui audible

wax.)

Story and Discussion
Each day we are going to spend time learning about our feelings and how to get along with other
people. I will be showing you pictures and telling stories, then we will talk about the stories. The
pictures and stories come In this box (show box). It Is called Second Step (point to title). Second
Step is like a very big story book.

Before we start, we need to make some nee: for how we are going to behave when we talk about
the stories. Rules tell us how to act In a group. One rule Is: "Raise your hand when you want to
say something.-

1. What might happen it everyone talked at onc? (We amid not hear each other.)

Let's think up some other rules...

2. What might happen if some children play wren we are in the group? (It might be hard to listen.) What would be a
good rule about playing around? (Keep your has and tee to yourselves. Slay in your own space.)

Show me bow you should sit.

3. How would you feel it it was your turn to =I ad the others wereni listening? What is a good rule about listening
to others? (Listen when others are talking.)

Show me what parts of your body you listen with. (Cup ears forward and look at the children.)
That's rightyour ears and your eyes Listen with your ears and look at the person who is talking.

4. Who can tell me what Me rules are? (Prompt re mhilitren.)

5. When will we need to use these rules todaY?(pscuss day's activities and highlight when children will need to
follow the rules.)

Let's practice using the rules. We are going to talk about what you did last weekend. Very good,
raised her/his hand (Continue discussion for 3-5 minutes, praising children who

display knowledge of the rules.)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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In-Class Activity
Nave daldren take um swung Ow groin a amnion and the
choosing a Child who teas rotas hand um.

Transfer of Training
Continue to praise darken +ten they amen as acup discussion
rules. Clearly State se banvior you wet sudt
Johnny. I can tel ycole harem try are way you are Siastiog at

Me and sating quash% Very goal' Bent gas; acInitieS,
remind the children or to rutes.

Books'
Please Pass de Pastry Dine Armenia
Peden Pips by Marc Brown
Anirml Wows by Barbara Shook Hazen
Manners Can Be !vats/ Munro Leal

Home

Take -Home Uarar Madualim M Soma: Sam
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Second Step

Impulse Control Lesson
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Second Step Pre/X Committee for Onlictren

JNIT II
_esson 1

Jnit Goal
7:2 gc.a ci r :t to decrease impulsive and aggressive
5ar.avicg in nrougn learning and practicing a problem-
solving sfra:a.z. mmoined with behavioral skill training.

:oncepts
PI Ob!errIS art dff.c.:,^. or troublesome situations.

.anguage conzer-r: problem, impulsive

Dbjectives
:I-CLORE/4 WILL SE A31.1 TO:

erctierrs in given situations.
;,ve examo!es 7 773iernS they might have with other people.

You Will Need
pupW-s
Puppet Sat= rt
PrODI&T, Car: Se. t3M Teacher's Guide

Votes to Teacher
init II in:roc.= a problem-solving strategy and behavioral skill
:wining. It is 12TCLI7ZI: to carefully read the Unit Description in
he Teachers Gca regarding the teaching of these. The problem-
.olving strategy a mtinstructional; that is, it is designed to be
aid our lots cy,..76.7en so that they can guide themselves step
ry step througr. =Imp a problem. Specific behavioral skills are
aught as whiners t3 common problems. For example, trading,
wing and 26T .trrs are behavioral skills children learn in
:roar to solve re a-coiern of wanting to play with the same Ming
is someone ese_ ?rtalem solving is cognitive (involves think-
no). while Pelaixa skills am behavioral (involve doing). Both
ire equally in-.ocrat--cnildren need to know whatto do in a
yootem slimier_ as well as bowl° do it. This first lesson
nirootraes toe uric rc bye puppet characters. Guidelines for
:sing me th.ry-- as appear in the Teachers Guide. The
?.houace m.-xmcc .a.o..11em May be difficult lor children under five.
,ecart the Pier...el., Card Set activity until children have mastered
re con ep

IMPULSE CONTROL
Slow DownStop and Think

Warm-Up: "Impulsive Puppy and Slow Down Snail"
(See Puppet Script /I.)

I Story and Discussion
Today we are going to talk about what is coming op in Second Step. You will be learning what to do

I when you have problems with other children.

11 What is a problem? (When you have trouble with anotte person. When you can figure out what to do about

something.)

2. What problem does Impulsive Puppy have? (He doesnl ben; he rushes into things; he bites and licks; he

interrupts.)

3. What are some types of problems you have had with ore' kids? (Pushing, grabbing. Note: Children may tell
personal stories. Rephrase each problem into a few words or one sentence describing a problem category.)

4. What did Slow Down Snail say to Impulsive Puppy? (S 3w downstop and think)

Everyone say it slowly and quietly: "Slow downstop and think." Slow Down Snail will be teach-
' ing Impulsive Puppy how to slow down and stop and think. The puppy will learn what to do when

he has a problem. And you will learn what to do when you have a problem.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Activity
Now we are going to play a game with pictures. (Using
the Problem Card Set In the Teacher's Guide, bold up
the cards In a Ian shape.) I want you to poll a card out
one at a time and tell me If the picture shows a problem
or U It does not show a problem. (II Use children have
difficulty deciding whether a card shows a problem, ask
"What is happening in this picture?...ts [children's
answer) a problem?")

Transfer of Training
Check the children during the day for their =prehension of the
concept emblem. 'We cant find the big glue tank: is this a

problemr

Books
We're in Big Trouble, Blackboard Bear by Martha Alexander
Moms in Trouble by Andrea Da Rit
The Other Emily by Gibbs Davis
The Elephant in Ducks Garden by Judy Derion
I Don? Want to Go by Anne O'Brien
Benjamin and Tulip by Rosemary Wells

Home
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Second Step

Anger Management Lesson

40

Second Step PreK Corirrimft 1 C7..libren

UNIT HI
Lesson 1

Unit Goal
Tne goal of ma in:. Is to decrease feelings of anger and
encourage soda: :.:Toolem solving in children through recogni-
tion of Meir own an;ry feelings and use el anger-reduction
tecnniques.

Concepts
Our bodies alert .s to angry feelings.
Angry leelings ev okay, but angry behavior can be destructive.

Language cones; a littlea lot; tense: relax

Objectives
CHILDREN WILL EE ABLE TO:

recognize cnysc--, signs which indicate anger and give reasons
for controlling anger.

You Will Need
Calming Down Smc #1
body nurture (are spy per student)
crayons, ,runt arcior telt markers
A Lisle A La r,L photo cards in Appendix)

Notes to Teacher
Recognizing d e sa;rs of anger is the first step in controlling

anger. 11 is trivet-4'a to note that anger in itself is not necessarily
negative: it is mac, necessary for making constructive changes in
our lives anc Ster. b is what one does with anger that is key,
angry, impulsive >ermvior is often destructive to relationships or
property. Yourb; riloren may have trouble separating angry
feelings (intermit :: orn angry actions (external). Help them to
Understand re cearena between feelings and actions. Be aware
that there are cals- al and individual differences in the way people
show anger. The r..tiloren may need to spend time discussing Me
differences. in mind that discussion clanger may
prompt disd=.rm of abuse tram children. It is important to

nandle disciassm in a sensitive manner and make necessary
reports acc.ors.rg your state guidelines. See the Teachers

Guide for Jule' 7.:i3ance.

ANGER MANAGEMENT
Am I Angry?

Warm-Up: "A LittleA Lot"
(Use the sequence of anger cards titled 'A LittleA Lot' in the exeicts.) I have four pictures cora little girl. (Hold up cards out of

order.) How do you think she is feeling? (Children respond.) Yes. re is feeling mad or angry. In some pictures sne is feeling a lotof

anger and in others she is feeling a link anger. (Put cards on box is zver of circle.) Who can point to the picture in whicn she is

stowing no anger? (Put the neutral picture first in line.) Wno ra mkt to the picture which shims a little angerless anger eras any
otter picture? (Continue from here until you NYC a lire -up sfpeasg re degrees of anger.)

Story and Discussion
Today we are going to talk about what happens to our bodies when we feel a lot of anger. (Shaw
Photograph.) This is Dennis.

1. How do you think Dennis is feeling? (Angry) How can you tell? (Wrinkle in forehead; clenched teeth; clenched

fists; mouth in frown.)

Show me what you look like when you are angry. Now everyone tense your whole body up like this
(demonstrate). Okay, now relax. When you are angry your bodies tense up like that. This might
give you a tummyache or a headache. You might also feel hot.

2. People show anger differently; how do people sometimra ast when they are angry? (Yell; hit; throw things; hit

things; start fighting; stomp around; be quiet)

Everybody gets angry sometimes. It's okay to feel angry. Feeling angry Is not bad, but how you act
when you are angry is Important. Angry behavior --like hitting, spitting, and pushing is not all
right.

3. Why not? (It hurts other people's bodies and !ratings.)

Tell me what makes you angry. Use "I feel" statements. I will start. "I feel angry when..."

Today we talked about how we feel when we are angry. (Put up Calming Down Step #1.) Everyone
say, "How do I feel?" Tomorrow we will talk about what to do when we are angry.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Activity
kow let's color a picture of ourselves showing what we
feel like when we are angry. (Set children up with
colored crayons, paint and/or tett mastnrs, and give
each child a copy of the body angina. Yon may want to
hand out plain paper Instead and one Wecat the children
produce.)

Transfer of Training
When children become angry Outing ge come d a day moor-
age identification of their anger with leer sa=^eits.

Books
Feelings by Aliki
Kate's Ouill by Kay Chorao
My Mother Lost Her Job Todayby Judy Deese
I Hate My Brother Harry by Crescent Dratorwagon
Dina's Mad, Bad Wishes by Barbara bosses

1116 Home

Take-Home Letter. Second Step, Unit M
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Studeht-tiacie Book

What To Do When You Are Angry

Calming Down Step #1

How do I feel?

54

47
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Calming Down Step #2

Take three deep breaths.

55

48
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Calming Down Step #3

Count slowly to five.

56

49
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Calming Down Step #4

Say`calm down" to yourself.

57

50
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Problem-Solving Step #5

Is it working?

If not, what can I do now?

58

51
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Appendix B
Student-Made Book

What To Do About Problems

Problem-Solving Step #1

What is the problem?

59

52
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Problem-Solving Step #2 --\,

...... 1_,

What can do?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Problem -Solvi Step #3

What rri ght happ n i

54
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Problem-Soiving Step #3

What might happen if...?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Prorn-Solving Step #4
-N.

...,,,-.. --t

Choose an idea and use it.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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57
Calming Down Step #5

Talk to a grownup about
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second Step

Parent Letter

TAKE-HOME LETTER
Introduction to Second Step

date 9)23)?

From the classroom of Lin 55 at 561f5

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),

We are starting a new program in your child's class called Second

Step. The goal of this program is to build your child's social skills and

self-esteem by giving her/him tools to solve everyday problems.

Children who learn and use the skills presented in this program are

more likely to get along with other people and do better in school.

The Second Step lessons are divided into three areas:

1. Empathy Training
Children learn to:

identify feelings (happy, sad, mad, scared...).

predict how other people feel (by reading faces, body

language).
show others they care (by responding to others' feelings).

2. Impulse Control
Children learn to:

solve problems.
perform social skills (sharing, taking turns...).

3. Anger Management
Children learn to:

calm down.
redirect their feelings in more positive ways.

You will be getting several more Take-Home Letters. These will let

you know what your child is learning. Please take some time to try the

suggested activities. Talking about the program with your child will help

her/him to use the new skills at home.

Also, I'd be happy to hear from you! Please let me know what you

think of the Second Step program.

ILZU

Page 66 Second Step Pre/K Committee for Childr
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Second Step

Parent Letter

TAKE-HOME LETTER
Second Step, Unit I

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),

During the next two months your child will be learning about feelings:

date

happy sad mad surprised

Your child will also be learning that:

afraid disgusted

people may have different feelings from each other. (One child is
scared by something, while another child is excited about the same thing.)

feelings may change. (For example, a puppy may be lost and then found. In this
situation, the feelings go from sad to happy.)

some actions are accidents. ("Joey didn't mean to do it; it was an accident.")

And your child will learn to:

predict other's feelings. ("If I grab the ball then Tina might feel sad.")
tell others how s/he feels. ("I feel sad when you go away.")
listen to others.

Here are some suggested activities you can do with your child:
1) Match the faces above with the feelings.
2) Play "I feel when by filling in the spaces with differ-

ent feelings and situations. (1 feel scared when I get lost in a store.")
3) When reading a book, talk about the characters' feelings and

discuss times you and your child felt the same way.
4) When your child is showing a feeling, help her/him to give the

feeling a name. ("I see you're frowning; how are you feeling?")

By listening to and talking about feelings, you will be helping your child
to feel valued and to be more understanding of others' feelings. I hope
that you have time to work on.these skills at home. Let me know!

Sincerely,

Page 67 Second Step Pre'; Committee for Children
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Second Step
Parent Letter

TAKE-HOME LETTER
Second Step, Unit II

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),
date g- C1

Your child will soon be learning how to solve problems along with
"Impulsive Puppy" and "Slow Down Snail" (puppets from the Second
Step program). Your child will be using the following steps:

1. What is the problem?
2. What can I do?
3. What might happen if...?
4. Choose an idea and use it.
5. Is it working? If not, what can I do now?

1.40

1. 4i&
You can practice the steps with your child by doing the following:

Instead of solving your child's problem for her/him ask, "What
could you do?" followed by, "That's one idea; what else could you
do?"
When your child comes up with solutions, hold back from
judging each idea. After s/he has thought of several ideas, ask
your child to evaluate each one (what s/he thinks will happen if
s/he tries each one).
To help evaluate ideas you may also ask:

Is it safe? How will people feel?
Is it fair? Will it work?

If one idea doesn't work, encourage your child to try another one.
Practice solutions with your child. For instance, if s/he is trying to
solve the problem of being bored, and chooses to call a friend,
have her/him practice what to say before making the call.

In class your child will be practicing the following social skills: joining
in, sharing, taking turns, trading, paying attention and interrupting
politely. You may hear about these "role plays" from your child. I will
be sending home the steps we use for each social skill so that your
child can practice them at home.

On the next page is a list of books for parents which are helpful in
teaching the skills found in Second Step.

Sincerely,
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TAKE-HOME,LETTER
Second Step, Unit III

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),

For the next month your child will be learning what to do about angry
feelings. Your child will be taught the following to say to her/himself:

1. How do I feel?
2. Calm down:

take three deep breaths.
count slowly to five.

3. Say "calm down."
4. Talk to a grownup about my feelings.

The children are taught that it's okay to feel angry. Feeling angry is
not "bad," but how one acts when angry is where many children run
into problems. Angry behavior (pushing, hitting, etc.) is not all right.

You can help your child to deal with anger by doing the following:

-.Help your child to recognize when i/he is angry.
Ask "how do you feel about that?" or say "Oooh, that must have
been hard on you?'

Take deep breathi, Count slowly and say "calm down" with, your
child when s/he is angry.

... ,

ive Your full attention when listening to your child's feelings. ,
Some feelings are hard to accept, but a child can often work out
.these feelings by talking about them.

Let your child see you use the skills in real life situations: This
may mean thinking out loud as you go throUgh the problem-
solving steps.

In class your child will be practicing calming down ,.arid dealing With:
being hurt, being called naMeS, having things taken away, and not
getting what one wants. I will be sending home the steps we use for
each social skill so that your child can practice thenfat

Thanks again for your support!
. . :

Sincerely,
C.
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=Soci&17.Ski11s

TAKE-HOME LETTER
A Social Skill

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),
date 3.0pix

This week your child has been learning and practicing the social skill
listed below. Please practice this skill with your child at home. When
you see your child use the skill, give praise or a hug for a job well
done.

Social Skill: Oitr

Skill Steps:

ap5,tha
athik.6

Rh
II)

If the skill steps are different from the ones your family uses, talk to
your child about the differences. See these ideas as not necessarily
replacing ones you are using. Thanks again for your support!

Sincerely,
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Social Skill

TAKE-HOME LETTER
A Social Skill

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),
date DC/

This week your child has been learning and practicing the social skill
listed below. Please practice this skill with your child at home. When
you see your child use the skill, give praise or a hug for a job well
done.

Social Skill: toctnitkv u-d

Skill Steps:

LitfritM LoweRks
W 3ohs

ct. Tool.
en vs.

.

`
cbse ivit "V cart do

Enorousitortia .""")

0%., VarNxivix

Tccitiherb13 Gectie Ellp Lyon

If the skill steps are different from the ones your family uses, talk to
your child about the differences. See these ideas as not necessarily
replacing ones you are using. Thanks again for your support!

Sincerely,
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Social Skill

TAKE-HOME LETTER
A Social Skill

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),
date 001

ck_

This week your child has been learning and practicing the social skill
listed below. Please practice this skill with your child at home. When
you see your child use the skill, give praise or a hug for a job well
done.

"El/J-6VSocial Skill:

Skill Steps:

-Tr ty (far bc.5.-

C3Q\\4.U4Z- LCX do anc,:hlira
6 U

Notes from the teacher

fOrU- Cti" kuld 61-old (21 ,.03,Ltkil,,
\Aix\ LtIpz- 0Jatik,
fksc±ko,is

ZEI-gal-E)A-66.1Stviu

s-Toiro

If the skill steps are different from the ones your family uses, talk to
your child about the differences. See these ideas as not necessarily
replacing ones you are using. Thanks again for your support!

bay irADY\ ar_v_

TIO k
Z_. e.r

Sincerely,

Page 71 Second Step PreiK Committee for
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Social Skill

TAKE-HOME LETTER
A Social Skill

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),
date Og ,g6>

This week your child has been learning and practicing the social skill
listed below. Please practice this skill with your child at home. When
you see your child use the skill, give praise or a hug for a job well
done.

Social Skill: t

Skill Steps:

I 5-bar-, 0, ta4,(or scb)

Fin,t4A_ Lpar )-asl_ (or

S. /111Mt,-.5 -End LJOLJA)-ett

Notes from the teacher: 6cCkS

acmKtt - bc. Lioani
,0,11 to 1,5z_ cy,r1 CistrOacutd 64.k Bar&\--

iktOD 'Rd' t 42

10S5i c_ caul NovuLL mc16,,co

If the skill steps are different from the ones your family uses, talk to
your child about the differences. See these ideas as not necessarily
replacing ones you are using. Thanks again for your support!

Sincerely,

Page 71 Second Step PreACommittee for hildreti
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Social Skill

TAKE-HOME LETTER
A Social Skill

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),
date 00-

66

This week your child has been learning and practicing the social skill
listed below. Please practice this skill with your child at home. When
you see your child use the skill, give praise or a hug for a job well
done.

Skill Steps:

a i sL 0 11 tlour Loc

ou

Notes from the teacher:

wta.,

16 I

2. 411111
ft I

12
i Li) ), et jtAarid

If the skill st ps ar 1 -nt frol the ones your family use alk to
your child about the differences. See these ideas as not necessarily
replacing ones you are using. Thanks again for your support!

Sincerely 1

Page 71 Second Step Pre/K Committee for Children
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Social Skill

TAKE-HOME LETTER
A Social Skill

date
Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),

This week your child has been learning and practicing the social skill
listed below. Please practice this skill with your child at home. When
you see your child use the skill, give praise or a hug for a job well
done.

Social Skill:

Skill Steps:

AC1_

171:61 SOMEML 'YouLlft.

ail
2.Cowi motkpailleft,

LL t&._ , l

0 0 1M e C 11 ..1

U6r1 1)() N 1 ULL cLtbil oL._-
b0 ot SO i

Notes froo the%cher: Nock...6 -TO ca
0 -P 1 m ctuto
Q aS.Da-t_Pli- n- rCA-11-LIA

CI it OD i 1 u.)1015,_ D._ Mit
Yabral

cytiaL

If the skill steps are different from the ones your family uses, talk to
your child about the differences. See these ideas as not necessarily
replacing ones you are using. Thanks again for your support!

Sincerely,

Page 71 Second Step Prg/KCommittee for Child
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Social Skill

TAKE-HOME LETTER
A Social Skill

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),
date tot'

This week your child has been learning and practicing the social skill
listed below. Please practice this skill with your child at home. When
you see your child use the skill, give praise or a hug for a job well
done.

Social Skill: PULVAMkaak

Skill Steps:

[ 1 bocup ab
ND)Li) AN(

LUOM

. w it q
cun-71,u-lirl CA_ oft/oru

Notes from the teacher: ak.3
lArno,s;tr, C ra frIft-&.

ark VW041,

If the skill steps are different from the ones your family uses, talk to
your child about the differences. See these ideas as not necessarily
replacing ones you are using. Thanks again for your support!

Sincerely,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Social Skill

TAKE-HOME LETTER
A Social Skill

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),
date (6)1148

This week your child has been learning and practicing the social skill
listed below. Please practice this skill with your child at home. When
you see your child use the skill, give praise or a hug for a job well
done.

Social Skill: 9,11 l -SD/

Skill Steps:
I d Um? 'PP°

3 j(d-lcd, nru411,Awn ?

Ta R crtGlof)Lio
u

Notes from the teacher: 6tt--.6 tatta.-

A 11-90-1);\ rcift0.,6 04-1 140 ix-'L
\2rt-o i91/

If the skill steps are different from the ones your family uses, talk to
your child about the differences. See these ideas as not necessarily
replacing ones you are using. Thanks again for your support!

Sincerely,

Page 71 Second Step Pre/KCommittee for Children
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Social Skill

TAKE-HOME LETTER
A Social Skill

date
Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),

This week your child has been learning and practicing the social skill
listed below. Please practice this skill with your child at home. When
you see your child use the skill, give praise or a hug for a job well
done.

Social Skill:

Viigiesigeth
,t4131- C,on,uCco

o-n
t. 4 hur-i- 0--hersor
2. whea Qou_1ck. hafiLeii

tha ?
3. -Ls irt_ PAO

csa u/t4c)ireq)-UL
j- S (bp or SCA..td- -HVA ?

Notes from the teacher: &a.S -LC rQ ad
I . occy.j Luvuro cm_

2_ 11'10±:5 )-t`)0C(. I rhait 6aci b.

0,Via
Yy 446

If the skill steps are different from the ones your family uses, talk to
your child about the differences. See these ideas as not necessarily
replacing ones you are using. Thanks again for your support!

Sincerely,

Page 71 Second Step PreACommittee for Childr
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Social Skill

TAKE-HOME LETTER
A Social Skill

Dear Parent(s), Guardian(s),
date to It

This week your child has been learning and practicing the social skill
listed below. Please practice this skill with your child at home. When
you see your child use the skill, give praise or a hug for a job well
done.

Social Skill: intsttOIRLI1

Skill Steps:

ct -Lc) mo,R_Q_
hctilp_Ori

Notes from the teacher:

Ggkos:Thi_ Palk.Loarix. DIA
\QA,j_ VG&M
cncuti\.

LCUPQ

If the skill steps are different from the ones your family uses, talk to .
your child about the differences. See these ideas as not necessarily
replacing ones you are using. Thanks again for your support!

Sincerely,
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Second Step
Songs

Songs

Below are the words to the songs recorded on the song/tape.
Immediately following are song sheets for those teachers who would
like to accompany on a guitar, piano, etc.

Second Step Song, Unit I

How I Feel

I feel proud when I build a big tower;
I feel mad when it gets knocked down.
I feel happy when I eat an ice cream cone;
I feel sad when it plops on the ground.

Refrain:
Whatever I feel I'll tell you about it.
I might want to shout it,
Or whisper in your ear.
Whatever I feel I'll tell you about it.
I'll tell you just how I feel, I feel.
I'll tell you just how I feel.

I feel happy when I go to the park;
I feel excited when a friend comes, too.
I feel brave when I'm flying down the slide;
I feel yucky when sand gets in my shoe.
(Repeat refrain)

I feel happy when the sun is shining;
I feel surprised when lightning flashes.
I feel excited when I watch the stars come out;
I feel scared sometimes when thunder crashes.
(Repeat refrain)

I feel happy when I come to school;
I feel shy when I make a new friend.
I feel a little bit sad when you say goodbye;
I feel glad when I see you again.
(Repeat refrain)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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..Songs

73

Second Step Song, Unit Ill

Take a Deep Breath

Once I knew a volcano
Who almost blew its top.
I took it by the hand and said,
"Here's how you can stop"...

Refrain:
Take a deep breath,
Count to five
Till you feel all calm inside.
Take a deep breath,
Count to five
Till you feel all calm inside.

Talking to your mommy,
Talking to your dad
Can make you feel much better
When you're feeling mad...
(Repeat refrain)

If someone makes you angry
And you don't know what to do,
Just turn around and walk away;
The rest is up to you...
(Repeat refrain)

Page 97 Second Step PreCommittee for Children
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Songs

Second Step Song, Unit II

Work It Out

Deep in the jungle where the monkeys play,
A baby monkey cries, "I want my way!"
The mother monkey says, "There's no need to shout;
Just wait your turn and work it out."

Refrain:
If you've got a problem, you can work it out.
If you've got a problem, you can work it out.
There's no need to fight, no need to shout;
Just sit right down and work it out.

Deep in the hills where the wolves do roam,
A baby wolf cries, "Someone took my bone!"
The mother wolf says, "There's no need to shout;
Just share your food and work it out."
(Repeat refrain)

Deep on the ground where the mice do creep,
A baby mouse cries, "I'm trying to sleep!"
The mother mouse says, "There's no need to shout;
Just ask nicelywe can work it out."
(Repeat refrain)

Deep in the pond where the frogs do splash,
A baby frog cries, "He made me crash!"
The mother frog says, "There's no need to shout;
Apologize now and work it out."
(Repeat refrain)

Page 95 Second Step PreN Committee for Children
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Appendix D

Poem

If I believe in myself, I can do it

If I believe in myself, there's no stopping me.

If I believe in myself, I know I can win.

Believing in myself is where it all begins.

82.
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Super Students Incentive Chart
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